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Abstra t. We present the UC/

framework, a general denition for

se ure and in oer ible multi-party proto ols. Our framework allows to
model arbitrary rea tive proto ol tasks (by spe ifying an ideal fun tionality) and

omes with a universal

omposition theorem. We show that

given natural setup assumptions, we

an

onstru t in oer ible two-party

proto ols realising arbitrary fun tionalities (with respe t to stati

adver-

saries).
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omposability, voting.

Introdu tion

Commonly, se urity of a

ryptographi

proto ol en ompasses (very roughly) two

aspe ts: The proto ol should guarantee that the private data of the parties
stays se ret (priva y), and it should ensure that all data transferred or
puted is

om-

orre t (integrity). Most se urity denitions ensure one or both of these

requirements, and many proto ols are known to satisfy these denitions (e.g.,
[16,1,11,8,9℄).
There is, however, a requirement that does not fall into either

ategory:

o-

er ion resistan e (rst noted by [17,2℄). To illustrate this property, we use the
example of a voting s heme. In a voting s heme, it might be possible for a voter to
a quire a re eipt that he

ast a spe i

vote. This does not violate the anonymity

of the voter sin e the voter is not required to reveal or even a quire su h a re eipt.
Thus priva y is maintained. And getting a re eipt does not allow to falsify the
out ome of the ele tion. Thus the integrity of the s heme is maintained. Yet the
mere possibility of a quiring a re eipt may make a party
adversary may threaten

oer ible. A

ertain reprisals if the party does not

oer ive

ast a spe i

vote

and proves this by delivering a re eipt to the adversary. Thus su h an ele tion
proto ol would not be

oer ion resistant (short: in oer ible).

In oer ibility is an important property in any setting in whi h some mali ious
agent has the power to harm and thus threaten other proto ol parti ipants.
Clearly, this is not restri ted to the setting of voting but may be the

ase in

other settings, too (e.g., when nan ial transa tions are involved). Unfortunately,
in oer ibility turns out to be both di ult to dene and to a hieve.
⋆
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Previous denitions of in oer ibility are usually restri ted to spe ial domains
su h as voting (e.g., [2,19,13℄). An ex eption are the models by Canetti and Gennaro [4℄ and by Moran and Naor [20℄ whi h give general denitions of in oer ible
multi-party

omputation. Their denitions are, however, restri ted to the

of se ure fun tion evaluation. That is, they only
all parties need to rst

ontribute their inputs, and then from these inputs the

outputs for the parties are

omputed. Rea tive proto ols, proto ols that have

multiple phases and where the inputs in one phase

an depend on the outputs

of an earlier phase, are ex luded. For example, the se urity of a
proto ol

ase

onsider proto ols in whi h

ommitment

ould not be modelled in their settings.

Besides the problem of rea tive proto ols, the issue of
When building a

omposability arises.

omplex proto ol, it is often ne essary to abstra t from

ertain

subproto ols in the analysis to make the analysis manageable. For example, one
might rst analyse the proto ol assuming a perfe tly se ure me hanism for performing

ommitments (modelled by a trusted ma hine), and then later on prove

the se urity of the subproto ol that is a tually used for the

ommitments. To

do so, and also to have a guarantee that the proto ol does not be ome inse ure
when exe uted together with other proto ols or instan es of itself, one needs a
se urity notion that
In the

omes with a

omposition theorem.

ase of normal se ure multi-party

omputation (i.e., without in o-

er ibility) both the problem of modelling rea tive proto ols and of giving strong
ompositionality guarantees has been solved by Canetti's UC model [6℄. In this
model, we

an dene a proto ol task by spe ifying a trusted ma hine, the ideal

fun tionality, whi h by denition performs the required proto ol task. Sin e this
ma hine

an intera t with its environment in arbitrary ways, the se urity of very

general rea tive proto ols

an be modelled. Furthermore, the UC model guar-

antees that if a proto ol is se ure when using (as opposed to realising) an ideal
fun tionality, then the proto ol stays se ure when instead of the ideal fun tionality, a subproto ol that se urely realises the ideal fun tionality is used. The UC
model, however, does not guarantee in oer ibility.

Our ontribution. We dene the Composable In

oer ibility framework (UC/ )

whi h is an extension of the UC framework. Like UC, UC/

allows to model very

general rea tive proto ol tasks and gives strong ompositionality guarantees (universal

omposition). Additionally, proto ols se ure with respe t to UC/

are in-

oer ible. To illustrate the model, we show that a voting s heme that is UC/
se ure is also in oer ible with respe t to a denition tailored spe i ally to voting. Finally, we show that in the restri ted
(all

orruptions and

trary UC/
of se ure

ase of stati

oer ions/de eptions

oer ions happen at the beginning of the proto ol), arbi-

se ure two-party

omputation is possible assuming the availability

hannels.

Organisation. In Se

tion 1.1, we explain the intuition behind the UC/

work. In Se tion 2 we dene the UC/

frame-

framework and present the universal

omposition theorem. In Se tion 3 we illustrate our model by applying it to the
setting of voting proto ols. In Se tion 4 we present general feasibility results for
two-party proto ols. In Se tion 5 we give dire tions for further work.

1.1 The intuition behind UC/
To understand the UC/

model, we rst need to get an intuition of how in o-

er ibility is a hieved. The goal of an in oer ible proto ol is the following: When
an adversary tries to

oer e a party into performing a ertain a tion (su h as
v ∗ ), the party should be able to perform the a tion it

asting a parti ular vote

originally intended to perform ( asting a vote

v)

without the adversary noti ing.

P
v∗ )

That is, the adversary should not be able to tell the dieren e between a party
that follows the adversary's instru tions (a

P

and a party

orrupted

party,

asting the vote

that only tries to make the adversary believe that it follows the

adversary's instru tions (a

de eiving

eviden e to the adversary that it

party,

asting the vote
v ∗ ).

v

and giving fake

ast the vote

The most natural way to dene in oer ibility would be to require that the
adversary annot distinguish between a
ever, usually

oer ed and a de eiving party. This, how-

annot be a hieved. For example, in a voting proto ol the adversary

will eventually learn the tally. The distribution of the tally will, sin e there are
only polynomially many voters, slightly but noti eably hange when the vote
∗
of P hanges from v to v . The adversary an hen e distinguish oer ed and
de eiving parties by observing the tally.
Thus, we have to weaken the requirement. The adversary should not be able
to distinguish a

oer ed and a de eiving party any better than he

ould do given

only information that is legally available to him (the tally in our example). In
general, however, it is not straightforward to dene what information is legally
available to the adversary in any parti ular situation. Neither is it straightforward to determine how mu h distinguishing advantage the adversary would get
given only that information.
In order to

ir umvent this problem, we use a slightly dierent approa h:

We rst dene an ideal model in whi h the adversary has, by denition, only
a

ess to the legally available information. In the

model would

ase of voting, su h an ideal

onsist of a trusted ma hine (the ideal voting fun tionality

F ) that

olle ts the votes from all parties and gives only the tally to the adversary. In the
ideal model, the distinguishing advantage between a oer ed party (that gives
v ∗ to F ) and a de eiving party (that gives v to F ) is, by denition, exa tly the
advantage the adversary gets from the legally available information (the tally).
To make this denition more formal, we introdu e an additional entity, the
de eiver [14℄. The task of the de eiver is to instru t a de eiving party what it
should do (i.e., how to de eive the adversary). More formally, a de eiving party
will not run any program of its own, but instead follow the instru tions of the
de eiver. (In a sense, the de eiver models the party's free will.) In parti ular,
the de eiver may instru t a party to
the fake noti ation that it
ryptographi

ast vote

ast a vote v and to send to the adversary
v ∗ . (Sin e we are in the ideal model, no

re eipts or similar need to be faked.) A

orrupted party, on the

other hand, will follow the adversaries instru tions.
The

ombination of adversary and de eiver in the ideal model now allows to

model any

oer ion situation that

an o

ur in the ideal model. To dene what

it means that the real proto ol is in oer ible (or more pre isely, as in oer ible

as the ideal model), we will use the
ryptographi

on ept of simulation that underlies many

denitions su h as multi-party

omputation and zero-knowledge:

We show that for any adversary in the real model that performs some

oer-

ion atta k, there is another adversary in the ideal model ( alled the adversarysimulator) that performs a

orresponding atta k with as mu h su

ess. In other

words, we require that for any de eiver (spe ifying what a party would ideally
want to do), and for any adversary in the real model (trying to

oer e parties),

there is an adversary-simulator in the ideal model su h that the real and the
ideal model are indistinguishable.
We are, however, missing one ingredient: We need to spe ify how the ideal
de eptions (spe ied in terms of inputs to the ideal fun tionalities) translate
into real de eptions (spe ied in terms of faked messages et .). This is done by
introdu ing a de eiver in the real model, too,

alled the de eiver-simulator. We

then require that for any de eiver in the ideal model (representing a possible
de eption) there is a de eiver-simulator in the real model (that performs the
orresponding real de eptions) su h that for any adversary in the real model
there is a adversary-simulator in the ideal model su h that the two models are
indistinguishable.
Finally, to model the indistinguishability of the two models, we follow the
ideas from the UC framework and introdu e a further ma hine, the environment,
that either

ommuni ates with the ma hines in the real model or with the ma-

hines in the ideal model and that has to guess whi h model it is in. (For details
on how this indistinguishability a tually ensures that the adversary's advantage
in distinguishing

orrupted and de eiving parties

arries over from the ideal to

the real model we refer to the example in Se tion 3.)

1.2 Related work
We are aware of only two works that ta kle the problem of dening in oer ibility
or a similar property in a general fashion (i.e., not spe ialised to a parti ular
proto ol task su h as voting).

In oer ible se ure fun tion evaluation (Canetti-Gennaro, MoranNaor). Canetti and Gennaro [4℄ present a model for dening in oer ible seure fun tion evaluation whi h was subsequently rened by Moran and Naor
[20℄. The model by Moran and Naor is based on the so- alled stand-alone model
[5,15, Ch. 7℄. In this model, one assumes that the inputs of all honest parties are
xed before the beginning of the proto ol. This has several impli ations: First,
rea tive proto ols where parties may de ide on their inputs in later phases

an-

not be modelled. Se ond, when a tually deploying the proto ol, one would have
to ensure very strong syn hronisation: In order not to introdu e possibilities for
atta ks not

overed by the model, we have to ensure that no proto ol message is

sent until all honest parties have de ided on their input. Third, the stand-alone

model only guarantees sequential

omposability.

that the proto ol stays se ure when running

3 That is, we have no guarantee

on urrently with other proto ols

(whi h usually happens in real-life networks).
Sin e the model by Moran and Naor is based on the stand-alone model, in this
model

oer ed parties only need to lie about their initial inputs. Be ause of this,

Moran and Naor do not need to introdu e an expli it de eiver; any de eption a
party might want to perform
so- alled fake input. In

an be en oded by spe ifying a se ond input, the

ontrast, the more

omplex de eptions that are possible

in our setting ne essitate the introdu tion of an expli it ma hine, the de eiver,
to spe ify the de eptions.
Everything we said about the work by Moran and Naor also applies to the
earlier work by Canetti and Gennaro [4℄. Furthermore, the model by Canetti and
Gennaro only models a very weak form of
instru t a

oer ion-resistan e; the adversary may

oer ed party to use a dierent input, but he may not instru t that

party to deviate from the proto ol. For a dis ussion of the dieren e between
the models by Moran and Naor and by Canetti and Gennaro, we refer to [20℄.

Externalized UC (deniability). Another approa

h to dene properties similar

to in oer ibility for general proto ols is the Externalized UC (EUC) framework
proposed by Canetti, Dodis, Pass, and Walsh [7℄ (also known as Generalized UC,
UC with global setup, or, proposed independently by Hofheinz, Müller-Quade,
and Unruh [18℄, UC with

atalysts).

This framework is, like ours, an extension of the UC framework and inherits
its support for rea tive proto ols and its universal

omposition theorem. The

EUC framework diers from the UC framework by allowing the environment to
dire tly a

ess the ideal fun tionality used in the real proto ol. As explained in

[7℄, se urity in the EUC framework implies a property
means that no (mali ious) proto ol party
the proto ol run that

Q

P

an

alled deniability. This

olle t any information during

an later be used to prove to an outsider that some party

parti ipated in the proto ol. (An example for su h in riminating information

would be a message signed by

Q.)

In other words,

Q

an plausibly

the whole proto ol did not take pla e. Obviously, su h a
with respe t to an outsider who did not himself
proto ol exe ution. In
that a party

laim that

laim is only realisti

ommuni ate with

Q

during the

ontrast, in oer ibility as understood by this paper means

an lie about its a tions towards an insider (e.g., a party

even towards another voter about the vote it has

ould lie

ast).

Thus the two models (EUC and UC/ ) have very dierent aims. Te hni ally
they are, however, related: In the full version [21℄ we show that under
onditions, EUC se urity implies UC/

3

ertain

se urity.

Note that it has not been shown that the variant of the stand-alone model presented
by Moran and Naor does
this

ould be shown.

ompose sequentially. But it does not seem unlikely that

2

The Composable In oer ibility Framework (UC/ )

2.1 Review of the UC framework
Our model is based on the Universal Composability (UC) framwork [6℄. For self
ontainment and to x notation, we give a short overview over the UC framework.
An intera tive Turing ma hine (ITM) is a Turing ma hine that has additional
tapes for in oming and for outgoing
by a message on an in oming

ommuni ation. An ITM may be a tivated

ommuni ation tape. At the end of an a tivation,

the ITM may send a message on an outgoing

ommuni ation tape to another

ITM. The re ipient of a message is addressed by the unique identity of that ITM.
The a tions of an ITM may depend on a global parameter
se urity parameter.

k∈

N

, the so- alled

4 We all a network

A network is modeled as a (possibly innite) set of ITMs.

S

exe utable if it

ontains an ITM

Z

with distinguished input and output tape
∗
and with the spe ial identity env. An exe ution of S with input z ∈ {0, 1} and

k∈
z on

se urity parameter
with the message

N

Z is a tivated
M1 ∈ S nishes an
another ITM M2 ∈ S on

is the following random pro ess: First,

its input tape. Whenever an ITM

a tivation with an outgoing message

m

addressed to

M2 is invoked with in oming
m on its in oming ommuni ation tape (tagged with the identity of the
sender M1 ). If an ITM terminates its a tivation without an outgoing message
or sends a message to a non-existing ITM, the ITM Z is a tivated. When the
ITM Z sends a message on its output tape (not the ommuni ation tape!), the
exe ution of S terminates. The output of Z we denote by EXECS (k, z). An ITM
Z with identity env we all an environment and an ITM A with identity adv we
its outgoing

ommuni ation tape, the other ITM

message

all an adversary. A proto ol is a network that does not

ontain an environment

or an adversary.

S, S ′

indistinguishable if there is a negligible fun tion µ
k ∈ , z ∈ {0, 1}∗, we have that |Pr[EXECS (k, z) = 1] −
Pr[EXECS ′ (k, z) = 1]| ≤ µ(k). We all S, S ′ perfe tly indistinguishable if µ = 0.
We

all networks

su h that for all

N

Using the above network model, se urity is dened by
dene an ideal proto ol

ρ

omparison. We rst

that spe ies the intended proto ol behaviour. Then

we dene what it means that another proto ol

π

(se urely) emulates

ρ:

Denition 1 (UC [6℄). Let π and ρ be proto ols. We say that π UC emulates ρ
if for any polynomial-time adversary A there exists a polynomial-time adversary
S (the adversary-simulator) su h that for any polynomial-time environment Z
the networks π ∪ {A, Z} ( alled the real model) and ρ ∪ {S, Z} ( alled the ideal
model) are indistinguishable.
In the UC framework, one

an model se ure

length of the transmitted message) by dire t
inse ure

4

In the

hannels

hannels (that do not even leak the
ommuni ation between the ITMs;

an be modelled by sending messages to the adversary; se ure

ase of innite networks we require the network to be uniform in the sense that

given the identity of an ITM, we
polynomial-time.

an

ompute the

ode of that ITM in deterministi

hannels that leak the length of the message, as well as authenti ated

hannels

an be modelled as an ideal fun tionality.

Z an send spe ial
π ). If a proto ol party

Corruptions are modelled as follows: The environment
orruption requests to proto ol parties (whi h are ITMs in
re eives su h a request, it sends its
on is

urrent state to the adversary and from then

ontrolled by the adversary (i.e., it forwards all in oming

ommuni ation

to the adversary and vi e versa).
Usually, the ideal model will be des ribed by a so- alled ideal fun tionality.
Su h an ideal fun tionality is an in orruptible ITM that
third party a

F

to

onsists of

F

itself and a so- alled dummy-party

the real model. The dummy-party
the environment to

F

P̃

orresponding

for ea h party

P

in

simply forwards all messages re eived from

F.

orresponding to

Note that the dummy-parties

orrupted, hen e the inputs and outputs to

F

inuen ed by the adversary-simulator. Using the
we

P̃

and vi e versa. In slight abuse of notation, we write

for the ideal proto ol
be

an be seen as a trusted

essible to the proto ol parties. The ideal proto ol

from

orrupted parties

F
an

an be

on ept of an ideal fun tionality,

an express many proto ol tasks by rst spe ifying an ideal fun tionality

F

that fulls the proto ol task by denition, and then requiring that the proto ol

π

UC emulates
We

F.

an also

onsider real proto ols

π

whi h

ontain ideal fun tionalities

F

(e.g., a fun tionality modelling a CRS). These fun tionalities

a

essed by all parties. We then say that

π

is a proto ol in the

an then be

F -hybrid

model.

For more details, we refer the reader to the full version of [6℄.

2.2 The Composable In oer ibility framework (UC/ )
In our framework (UC/ ) the possibility of
of an additional adversarial entity,
ITM

D

with the spe ial identity

oer ions is modelled by the presen e

alled the de eiver. Formally, a de eiver is an

dec.

We further rene the notion of a proto ol:

A proto ol is a network that does not

ontain an environment, adversary, or

de eiver.
A typi al network would

D,

and an environment

Z

onsist of a proto ol

π,

an adversary

alled adversary-simulator and de eiver-simulator for
role in the proto ol). We put no restri tion on the
hines,

A, D, Z

may all

the de eiver may

A,

a de eiver

(where the adversary and the de eiver may also be
larity depending on their

ommuni ation between ma-

ommuni ate with ea h other. Both the adversary and

ontrol parties. The exa t me hanism of this is the following:

Corruption model. A proto

ol party may be in one of three

Un ontrolled , orrupted , and de eiving .

We say a party is

orruption states:

ontrolled

if it is

or-

rupted or de eiving. Initially, all ma hines are un ontrolled. Un ontrolled parties
behave a

ording to the proto ol spe i ation. If the environment

orruption request

to an un ontrolled party, the party be omes

environment sends a

de eption request

to an un ontrolled or a

the party be omes de eiving. When a party be omes

Z

sends a

orrupted. If the
orrupted party,

orrupted or de eiving, it

sends its state to the adversary or the de eiver, respe tively. From then on, it

is

ontrolled by the adversary or the de eiver, respe tively (that is, it forwards

all in oming

ommuni ation to the

instru ted by the

ontrolling ma hine and sends messages as

ontrolling ma hine). The only ex eption is that if a

orrupted

ma hine re eives a de eption request, it will not forward that request to the
adversary, be ause in that moment, it will be ome de eiving and hen e be under
the

ontrol of the de eiver. We stress that if a party is de eiving, the adversary

annot even observe that party's
over an inse ure

ommuni ation (unless the party

hannel or with a

ommuni ates

orrupted party).

We assume the existen e of a globally readable register that
state of ea h party (whether it is un ontrolled,

ontains the

orrupted, or de eiving). However,

when the adversary reads this register, the state of any de eiving ma hine will
be reported as

orrupted. (This ree ts the fa t that the adversary should not

be able to know whi h ma hine is de eiving.) Proto ol parties will not usually
read this register; in some
an ideal fun tionality

ases, however, it might be useful if the behaviour of

an depend on whether a ma hine is

Se urity denition. We are now ready to spe

ontrolled or not.

ify the notion of UC/

5

se urity.

In this notion, we do not only require the adversary-simulator (in the ideal model)
to simulate the adversary's a tions (in the real model), but simultaneously require that the de eiver-simulator (in the real model) simulates the a tions of the
de eiver (in the ideal model). The resulting notion is stri tly stronger than UC.

Denition 2 (UC/ ). Let π and ρ be proto ols. We say that π UC/ emulates
ρ if for any polynomial-time de eiver D there exists a polynomial-time de eiver
DS (the de eiver-simulator) su h that for any polynomial-time adversary A there
exists a polynomial-time adversary AS (the adversary-simulator) su h that for
any polynomial-time environment Z the following networks are indistinguishable:
π ∪ {A, DS , Z} and ρ ∪ {AS , D, Z}.
Where is the de eption strategy? The existen
honest parties

an follow when being

e of a de eption strategy that

oer ed is an essential part of any notion of

in oer ibility. Su h a de eption strategy also exists in our model: if we
the de eiver

D̃

that simply obeys any

to it by the environment (we
Se tion 2.4), then the

onsider

ommands (su h as vote for Bob) sent

all su h a de eiver a dummy-de eiver

orresponding de eiver-simulator des ribes how a

D̃S ,

see

oer ed

party should behave in any situation. For an example of how to derive a spe ial
purpose de eption strategy from

D̃S ,

see the proof of Theorem 10.

Why is the adversary not informed about de eiving parties? The reader
may noti e an asymmetry in the denition: While the de eiver learns whi h party
is

orrupted and whi h party is de eiving, the adversary will be told that a party

is

orrupted even if it is de eiving. This is ne essary be ause during a de eption,

the goal is to

5

heat the adversary into thinking that one behaves as he instru ts

A typi al example is the key ex hange fun tionality, whi h returns a random key
for both parties [6, full version℄. If one of the parties is

orrupted, the key is instead

hosen by the adversary. Thus the fun tionality needs to know whi h parties are
orrupted.

(i.e., that one is

orrupted). Therefore

orrupted and de eiving parties should be

indistinguishable from the point of view of the adversary.

Why an de eiving party not be ome orrupted?
that a

orrupted party

allow to

Another asymmetry is

an later be ome de eiving while the model does not

orrupt parties that are de eiving. Although formally both dire tions

ould be allowed, we have ex luded the latter be ause we

ould not nd an

interpretation for su h a s enario. For an interpretation of the former dire tion
(bad-guy

oer ions), see the next se tion.

2.3 Corruption s hedules
The notion of UC/

(Denition 2) allows the environment to

orrupt or

oer e

any party at any point of time. This leads to a very stri t denition. To get a
denition that is more lenient but easier to full, one
tions on the
We

all su h a restri tion a

the environment
We

ertain restri -

orruption s hedule.

Bad-guy oer ions. There are no restri
elling of the

an impose

orruption and de eption requests performed by the environment.

annot

tions on the environment (ex ept that

orrupt a de eiving party, this is impli it in the mod-

orruption me hanism).

all this notion bad-guy

oer ions be ause the environment may rst

or-

rupt a party (make it a bad-guy) and then later

oer e it. It is very di ult to

design proto ols that are se ure against bad-guy

oer ions be ause a

orrupted

party may be instru ted by the adversary to a tively deviate from the proto ol
to produ e eviden e against itself and thus thwart its own deniability. (In

on-

trast, a de eiving party would, given the same instru tions, only try to make the
adversary believe that it follows these instru tions.)
For example, in some proto ol the ability to de eive the adversary (and thus
the in oer ibility of the proto ol) might be based on the following fa t: When
the adversary requests a private se ret m of some party, that party may send a
m′ instead whi h ontains a trapdoor. This trapdoor then is later

dierent se ret

essential for a hieving in oer ibility. In the setting of bad-guy

oer ions, a party

m

to the adversary.

might rst be
This se ret

m

orrupted and then reveal the true se ret
does not

ontain a trapdoor. Then later, if the party be omes

de eiving, it will be unable to follow its de eption strategy be ause it does not
know any trapdoor for

m.

In a nutshell, while

orrupted, a party may a tively

try to prevent its own in oer ibility. Thus we expe t that UC/
respe t to bad-guy

In pra tise, bad-guy
tivation for bad-guy
(say, Bob) of a

se urity with

oer ions is very hard to a hieve.
oer ions are arguably a very rare event. A possible mo-

oer ions is the following thought experiment: A member

riminal organisation is required by the rules of that organisation

to a tively produ e and deliver some eviden e (e.g.,

ertain keys) against himself

to that organisation. While Bob still works for the organisation, he will not try
to

ir umvent these rules and will deliver this eviden e. But if Bob later de ides

to leave the

riminal organisation and to

ooperate with the poli e (under over),

Bob may have to

onvin ingly a t as if he was still following the

ganisation's instru tions. This is exa tly the

riminal or-

ase that is modelled by bad-guy

oer ions.
In most

ases, however, UC/

with bad-guy

a notion, and the notion of good-guy

Good-guy oer ions.

oer ions will be mu h to strong

oer ions (below) will be preferred.

The environment may

orrupt parties at any time and

may send de eption requests to un ontrolled parties at any time. The environment may not send de eption requests to

Re eipt-freeness. The environment may

orrupted parties.
orrupt parties at any time, and may

send de eption requests to un ontrolled parties after the end of the proto ol (so
that the adversary gets their state). The environment may not send de eption
requests to a

orrupted party. Re eipt-freeness implies that an honest party does

not learn any data during the proto ol that

ould later be used to prove after the

proto ol exe ution that the party performed a

ertain a tion. (Note that with

erasing parties, re eipt-freeness is probably easy to a hieve: an honest party
simply erases all intermediate proto ol data.)

Stati

orruptions/de eptions. All

orruption and de eption requests must

be sent at the very beginning of the proto ol exe ution. In parti ular, this implies that the environment

annot

hoose whi h parties to

orrupt depending on

messages it observes during the proto ol exe ution.

Combinations. The above

orruptions s hedules may be

that the environment obeys a

ombined by requiring

ertain s hedule with respe t to some parties and

another with respe t to other parties. For example, one might have proto ols
that are UC/

se ure with re eipt-freeness for Ali e and good-guy

oer ions for

Bob.

2.4 Properties of UC/ se urity
The proofs in this se tion are omitted for spa e reasons. They

an be found in

the full version [21℄.

Dummy adversary and de eiver. A

dummy-adversary is an adversary that

just follows the instru tions of the environment. More pre isely, it forwards all
messages it re eives to the environment, and sends only the messages the environment instru ts it to send. It was shown by Canetti [6℄ in the UC setting
that the dummy-adversary is
an

omplete, that is, without loss of generality we

onsider only the dummy-adversary. Therefore we only have to spe ify the

adversary-simulator for the dummy-adversary instead of having to spe ify the
adversary-simulator for every possible adversary. This simplies proofs.
In the setting of UC/ , we

an additionally

onsider the dummy-de eiver that

just follows the instru tions of the environment. Below, we will show that both
the dummy-adversary and the dummy-de eiver are
simplifying proofs, the

omplete. Besides strongly

ompleteness of the dummy-de eiver has an additional

on eptual advantage. The de eiver-simulator

orresponding to the dummy-

de eiver en odes a universal de eption strategy. That is, for any ideal de eption,

it tells us how to perform this de eption in the real proto ol. The existen e of
su h a universal de eption strategy is very important in real life, proto ol users
need to have an expli it strategy how to lie in whi h situation; it is not su ient
that su h a strategy exists for ea h situation.

The dummyadversary Ã is an adversary that, when re eiving a message (id , m) from the
environment, sends m to the party with identity id , and that, when re eiving m
from a party with identity id , sends (id , m) to the environment. The dummyde eiver D̃ is dened analogously.
Denition 3 (Dummy-adversary, dummy-de eiver).

Lemma 4 (Completeness of dummy-adversary and dummy-de eiver).

Let π and ρ be proto ols. Then π UC/ emulates ρ i π UC/ emulates ρ with
respe t to the dummy-adversary/de eiver (i.e., when only onsidering adversary
Ã and de eiver D̃ in Denition 2).

Universal omposition. One of the main advantages of the UC framework is
the universal
proto ol

π

even when

omposition theorem. This theorem guarantees that a UC se ure

an be se urely used as a subproto ol of arbitrary other proto ols

σ

and polynomially many instan es of

ompositionality result also holds for the UC/

π

run

σ,

on urrently. The same

se urity notion.

omposition theorem, we introdu e some notation. Let π
π
be proto ols. Then let σ denote the proto ol where σ invokes a polynomial

To formulate the
and

σ

number of instan es of the subproto ol
to ma hines in

π,

π . That is, ma hines in σ may give inputs
π as oming from the environment.

these inputs are treated by

When the ma hines in

π

give output ba k to the environment, these are sent to
σ . Thus, in a sense, in σ π , the proto ol σ plays the role
F
of the environment for the instan es of π . For example, if σ
is a proto ol using
F
a ommitment fun tionality F (i.e., σ
is a proto ol in the F -hybrid model),
π
then σ would be the proto ol that uses the subproto ol π instead of using the
the invoking ma hines in

ommitment fun tionality

F.

The following theorem guarantees that, if

emulates some other proto ol

ρ

(e.g.,

repla e subproto ol invo ations of

ρ

ρ = F ),

π

UC/

we do not loose se urity if we

by subproto ol invo ations of

π.

Theorem 5 (Universal omposition). Let π, ρ, and σ be polynomial-time

proto ols. Assume that π UC/ emulates ρ. Then σπ UC/ emulates σρ .
The most

lowing

ommon use

ase of the

omposition theorem is given by the fol-

orollary:

Corollary 6. Let π and σ be polynomial-time proto ols, and F and G be
polynomial-time fun tionalities. Assume that π UC/ emulates F and that σF
UC/ emulates G . Then σπ UC/ emulates G .
3

Voting s hemes

In this se tion we illustrate the UC/

se urity notion by applying it to the spe ial

ase of voting s hemes. We give a denition of in oer ibility that is tailored to

the spe i
the UC/

ase of voting proto ols and show that this denition is implied by
se urity notion.

Denition 7 (Voting s heme). Fix sets V (the set of votes), T (the set of tal-

lies), P (the set of voters). A tally
tally : (V ∪ {⊥})P → T .
A voting s heme for tally is a

fun tion is an e iently omputable fun tion

two-stage proto ol. We all the stages voting
phase and tallying phase. In su h a proto ol, ea h party Pi ∈ P gets an input
vi ∈ V ∪ {⊥} (the vote of Pi ). vi = ⊥ means that the Pi does not parti ipate in
the proto ol (abstention). In the end of the tallying phase a distinguished party
T outputs a value t ∈ T .
Typi ally,
elements of

V

V

would be the set of all

andidates. In more

might be, e.g., ordered lists of

pre eden e. The set of tallies

T

omplex s hemes,

andidates in order of de reasing

usually is the set of all fun tions

V →

N0

.

Alternatively, in a voting s heme whi h only announ es the winner, we would
have have

T = V.

The tally fun tion

tally is for the votes

vi ∈ V ∪ {⊥}

tally(v1 , . . . , vn ) spe ies what the orre t
vi = ⊥ denotes abstention.
the parties Pi 6= T are aware whether they

where

Note that we do not require that

are in the tallying or the voting phase. Su h a requirement might be di ult
to ensure in an asyn hronous environment. In parti ular, votes

ast during the

tallying phase (but before the tally is announ ed) might or might not be

ounted.

An ideal voting s heme is given by the following fun tionality:

tally
Denition 8 (Voting fun tionality). The voting fun tionality Fvote = Fvote

expe ts (at most one) message vi ∈ V from ea h party Pi ∈ P . When re eiving
tally from T , Fvote sets vi := ⊥ for all Pi ∈ P from whi h it did not re eive
a message vi ∈ V yet. Then Fvote omputes t := tally(vi , i ∈ P) (the tally) and
sends t to the adversary. Then, when Fvote re eives deliver from the adversary,
it sends t to the party T .
This fun tionality models that the tally output by
using the tally fun tion (as long as
vidual votes are se ret (even if

T

T

is

itself is not

T

is

orre tly

omputed

orrupted) and that the indi-

orrupted).

Natural properties of voting s hemes are, e.g.,

orre tness (the tally is

even in the presen e of an adversary) and anonymity (the adversary

orre t

annot tell

who voted for whom, ex ept as dedu ible from the tally itself ). We will not
formalise these properties here, but it is easy to see that a voting s heme that
UC emulates the voting fun tionality
these properties. Sin e the UC/

Fvote

satises reasonable formalisations of

se urity notion is stronger than UC, this implies

that these elementary properties are satised by UC/
In our

se ure voting s heme, too.

ontext, the most interesting property of a voting s heme is in o-

er ibility. We will rst formalise what in oer ibility means for voting s hemes
(independently of our framework). Then we will show that in oer ibility of voting s hemes is implied by se urity in the UC/

P

that wants to

if the adversary

ast a vote

A

v.

framework. Assume some party

In an in oer ible voting s heme, we expe t that

for es a party

P

to deviate from the proto ol,

A

should not

P obeying the adversary A,
P de eives the adversary). Of

be able to tell the dieren e between

P

asting the vote

v

anyway (we say

or the party
ourse, sin e

the adversary learns the tally, this goal is una hievable  the tally always leaks a
non-negligible amount of information about the vote of
of voters is polynomial). We

P

(at least if the number

an only a hieve the following: The adversary's ad-

vantage in distinguishing between

P

obeying and

the advantage with whi h the adversary

P

de eiving is not greater than

ould distinguish these two

ases given

only the tally. To formulate this denition, we rst introdu e some notation:
Fix a voter P ∈ P and a vote v ∈ V ∪ {⊥}. Fix a distribution B on (V ∪
{⊥})P\{P } . (B represents the distribution of the votes of the other voters.) Given
P
a vote v , let Bv denote the distribution over (V ∪ {⊥}) that hooses the votes
for all Pi ∈ P \ {P } a ording to B and uses the vote v for P . A ordingly,
tally(Bv ) denotes the tally resulting from votes hosen a ording to Bv . Let
Advideal (B, v) := maxv∗ ∆(Bv , Bv∗ ) where v ∗ ranges over V ∪ {⊥} and ∆ denotes
the statisti al distan e. (Advideal des ribes how well an adversary an distinguish
between being obeyed and being de eived using only the tally.)
A voting adversary is an adversary that
pending on the setting,

P

may

ontrols a party

P

(however, de-

hoose to ignore the instru tions given by the

adversary) and that may de ide when the tallying phase starts. We require that
a voting adversary eventually starts the tallying phase. Furthermore, when the
party

T

outputs the tally, the tally is given to the voting adversary. In the end,

the voting adversary outputs a bit
Given a voting adversary
puts

P

is

1 in the

A,

ase that the party

b.
Probey (A, B)

let

P

be the probability that

A

out-

follows the instru tions of the adversary (i.e.,

orrupted) and all other parties honestly follow the proto ol (with inputs

hosen a

ording to

Given

some

Prdeceive (A, d, B)

B ).

program

ode

d

(the

de eption

strategy

denote the probability that the adversary

follows the instru tions in

d

A

for

P ), let
1 if P

outputs

and all other parties honestly follow the proto ol

B ). (Intuitively, d is a strategy that tells P how
P obeys the
adversary.) We assume that d gets v and the identity of P as input. In the same
setting, let Tallydeceive (A, d, B) denote the tally output by T .

(with inputs
to vote for

hosen a

v

ording to

and simultaneously make the adversary believe that

Denition 9 (In oer ible voting s hemes). A voting s heme is in oer ible
if there is a de eption strategy d su h that for every polynomial-time voting adversary, every voter P ∈ P , every vote v ∈ V , and every e iently sampleable
distribution B the following holds:
 The de eption strategy asts the right vote: The random variables
Tallydeceive (A, d, B) and tally(Bv ) are omputationally indistinguishable.


The adversary
eived:

annot distinguish between being obeyed and being de-

For some negligible fun tion µ we have that Probey (A, B) −

Prdeceive (A, d, B) ≤ Advideal (B, v) + µ.
Many variants of this denition are possible. For example, one
the voting adversary to

orrupt additional parties from

P \ {P }.

ould allow

(In this

ase,

one would have to adapt the denition of

Advideal .)

For the sake of simpli ity,

we do not strive to nd the most general formulation of Denition 9, espe ially
in view of the fa t that the UC/

framework already provides us with a very

general denition of in oer ibility.
We will now show that in oer ibility in the sense of Denition 9 is already
implied by UC/

se urity. We nd that the proof of the following theorem is very

instru tive be ause it gives some intuition for the UC/
it illustrates how appli ation-spe i
the appli ation of voting)

framework, and be ause

in oer ibility denitions (not restri ted to

an be proven to be implied by UC/

se urity.

Theorem 10. Let π be a voting s heme for the tally fun tion tally. Assume
tally
that π UC/ emulates Fvote
with stati orruption/de eption. Then π is an
in oer ible voting s heme.

Proof.

A. We dene the UC/ adversary A′ to behave
A starts the tallying phase, A′ instead sends tally to
′
the environment. When A would give an output b, A sends b to the environment.
P,v,B
We dene an environment Zobey := Zobey as follows: Initially, Zobey sends a
orruption request to the party P . Then Zobey hooses votes v1 , . . . , vn a ording
to the distribution B and gives these votes as input to the parties Pi ∈ P \ {P }
(or, if vi = ⊥, sends no input to Pi ). When the adversary sends tally to Zobey ,
Zobey sends tally to the party T . When the adversary sends b to Zobey , Zobey
terminates with output b.
P,v,B
Furthermore, we dene Zdeceive := Zdeceive as follows: Initially, Zdeceive sends
a de eption request to the party P . Then Zdeceive hooses votes v1 , . . . , vn a ording to the distribution B and gives these votes as input to the parties Pi ∈ P \{P }
(or, if vi = ⊥, sends no input to Pi ). Then it sends v to the de eiver. (This will
make the de eiver D dened below instru t P to ast vote v .) When the adversary sends tally to Zdeceive , Zdeceive sends tally to the party T . When the
adversary sends b to Zdeceive , Zdeceive terminates with output b.
We dene the de eiver D as follows: When re eiving a state from party P , D
instru ts P to send this state to the adversary. (This is ne essary only for formal
reasons: sin e the adversary should believe that P is orrupted, he expe ts a
orruptions/de eptions, the state
state from P . Sin e we are in the ase of stati
is only sent before the start of the proto ol and is thus empty.) When D re eives
v from the environment, D instru ts P to send v to the fun tionality Fvote . (I.e.,
P should ast the vote v .) Messages oming from the adversary are ignored.
In parti ular, when the adversary instru ts P to ast some other vote, this is
like

A,

Fix a voting adversary
ex ept that when

ignored.

π

UC/

emulates

tally
Fvote := Fvote
,

there exist a polynomial-time
A′S su h that
′
for all polynomial-time environments Z , the networks π ∪ {A , DS , Z} and
Fvote ∪ {A′S , D, Z} are indistinguishable. (We write Fvote for the proto ol onSin e

de eiver-simulator

taining
By

Fvote

DS

and a polynomial-time adversary-simulator

and the dummy parties.)

onstru tion,

Probey (A, B) = Pr[EXECπ∪{A′ ,DS ,Zobey } = 1].

(1)

EXEC for brevity.) Note that sin e no party
DS does nothing.
We dene the de eption strategy d as follows: A party P following d and
wishing to ast the vote v internally simulates DS . Then P sends the empty
state to DS . (This is done for formal reasons: in the UC/ framework, DS would
get su h an empty state when P is de eiving from the start. Hen e this message
informs DS that P is de eiving.) Then P sends v to the internally simulated
DS as oming from the environment. Then P follows the instru tions that DS
gives to it. In the ase that only P is de eiving, DS only sends instru tions to
P . Thus it is not ne essary that P simulates any other ma hines ommuni ating
with DS .

(We omit the arguments

k, z

from

is de eiving, the de eiver-simulator

Then, by

onstru tion,

Prdeceive (A, d, B) = Pr[EXECπ∪{A′ ,DS ,Zdeceive } = 1].

Fvote ∪ {A′S , D, Zobey }. In
the rst network, Zdeceive instru ts the dummy-party P̃ (via the de eiver D ) to
′
send the vote v to Fvote . In the se ond network, AS instru ts P̃ to send some
∗
∗
′
other vote v to Fvote (where we write v = ⊥ to indi ate that AS does not
′
instru t P̃ to vote before AS sends tally to the environment). In the ideal
model, P̃ does not re eive any in oming messages from other parties. Thus, in
′
′
both networks, AS does not get any messages from P̃ . Thus, AS an only use the
Compare the networks

Fvote ∪ {A′S , D, Zdeceive }

(2)

and

tally to distinguish the networks. The distribution of the tally in the network
Fvote ∪ {A′S , D, Zobey } is tally(Bv∗ ), and the distribution of the tally in the
′
network Fvote ∪ {AS , D, Zdeceive } is tally(Bv ). Sin e Zobey and Zdeceive output
′
the bit b re eived from AS , it follows that

Pr[EXECFvote ∪{A′S ,D,Zobey } = 1] − Pr[EXECFvote ∪{A′S ,D,Zdeceive } = 1]
≤

max

v ∗ ∈V∪{⊥}

Sin e for all polynomial-time Z , the networks
{A′S , D, Z} are indistinguishable, it follows that

∆(Bv , Bv∗ ) = Advideal (B, v).
π ∪ {A′ , DS , Z}

and

Fvote ∪

Pr[EXECπ∪{A′ ,DS ,Zobey } = 1]−Pr[EXECπ∪{A′ ,DS ,Zdeceive } = 1] ≤ Advideal (B, v)+µ
for some negligible fun tion

µ.

Then with (1) and (2) we get that

Probey (A, B) − Prdeceive (A, d, B) ≤ Advideal (B, v) + µ.
This shows that the proto ol
(Noti e that the
and

π

satises the se ond

ondition in Denition 9.

onstru tion of the de eption strategy

d

is independent of

A

B .)
Tallydeceive (A, d, B) and
ondition of Denition 9).

We are left to show that
able (rst
Let

t

tally(Bv )

are indistinguish-

denote the message re eived by Zdeceive from the party
Fvote ∪ {A′S , D, Zdeceive }, t is the output of

tally). In the network

T (t is the
Fvote . Thus

the distribution of
vote

v,

t

tally(Bv ):

is

all other parties

The party

ast votes

hosen a

P

D

is instru ted by

to send the

ording to the distribution

′

π ∪ {A , DS , Zdeceive }, by onstru tion of Zdeceive
t is Tallydeceive (A, d, B).
tion, assume that Tallydeceive (A, d, B) and tally(Bv )

In the network

B.

and of

d,

the distribution of
For

ontradi

were not

omputationally indistinguishable. Then there is an e iently
omputable
∗
fun tion f : {0, 1}
→ {0, 1} su h that |Pr[f (Tallydeceive (A, d, B)) = 1] −
∗
Pr[f (tally(Bv )) = 1]| is not negligible. Then we dene Zdeceive
like Zdeceive ,
∗
ex ept that Zdeceive outputs f (t). Then |Pr[EXECπ∪{A′ ,DS ,Z ∗
} = 1] −
∗
Pr[EXECFvote ∪{A′S ,D,Zdeceive
} = 1]|

deceive

is not negligible. This is a

ontradi tion to
{A′ , DS , Z} and

the fa t that for all polynomial-time Z , the networks π ∪
Fvote ∪ {A′S , D, Z} are indistinguishable. Thus Tallydeceive (A, d, B) and tally(Bv )
are omputationally indistinguishable and the rst ondition of Denition 9 is
satised by

⊓
⊔

π.

The design of voting proto ols that are UC/
problem. We believe designing UC/

se ure is, of

ourse, an open

se ure remote voting s hemes to be a

lenging problem that may involve novel

ryptographi

te hniques. In the

halase

of non-remote voting (i.e., involving voting booths and other partially trusted
setup su h as in, e.g., [10,12,20,3℄), realising UC/
We therefore parti ularly propose UC/

4

se urity might be mu h easier.

as a se urity denition for that setting.

In oer ible two-party proto ols

In the previous se tion, we have seen that UC/

se ure proto ols are in oer ible.

We have not, however, shown that su h proto ols exist at all. Fortunately, the
proto ols that were presented in [18,7℄ for general multi-party
externalized UC (EUC) model are also se ure in our UC/

ase

omputation in the

model

in the two-party

and therefore enjoy in oer ibility in addition to the properties guaranteed

by the EUC model. The proof that their proto ols work in our setting is quite
te hni al; we defer it to the full version [21℄. We only state the nal result here.
The proto ols from [18,7℄
The

an be based on one of the following fun tionalities:

key registeration with knowledge (KRK) fun tionality Fkrk

tionality where ea h party may register a publi
party may request the publi

is a fun -

key/se ret key pair and every

keys of all parties and the se ret key of itself. The

augmented CRS (ACRS) fun tionality Facrs

hooses a publi

key and a

orre-

sponding master se ret key, and derives for ea h party a orresponding individual
se ret key. The publi

key is given to all parties, the se ret key of ea h party

is only given to that party. The

signature ard fun tionality Fsc

with owner

P

pi ks a signing/veri ation key pair and reveals the veri ation key to all parties.
The party

P

signatures of

(the owner) may send arbitrary messages

m

ba k. The signing key is never revealed.

m

to

Fsc

and re eives

Theorem 11 (UC/ two-party omputation). Let F ∈ {Fkrk , Facrs, Fsc }.
Let G be a well-formed silent 6 fun tionality. Then there is a proto ol π in the
F -hybrid model su h that π UC/ emulates G with stati orruptions/de eptions.
5

Con lusions and open problems

We have presented the UC/

framework. This framework enables us to model

the in oer ibility of general multi-party proto ols. The UC/
with a strong

omposition theorem (universal

with respe t to stati

framework

omes

omposition). We have shown that

oer ions/de eptions, arbitrary two-party proto ol tasks

an be realised in the framework.
Dire tions for future work in lude:

 Good-guy/bad-guy oer ions.

Our feasibility results only hold for stati

o-

er ions/de eptions. We believe that feasibility results similar to those presented in Se tion 4

an be shown for good-guy

ols that are se ure with respe t to bad-guy
ryptographi

oer ions. To a hieve proto-

oer ions, we believe that new

te hniques will have to be developed.

 Inse ure hannels. We assumed perfe

tly se ure hannels, i.e., hannels where

the adversary does not even noti e that a message is sent. Can the results
from Se tion 4 be generalised to a setting with weaker assumptions on the
hannels?

 Multi-party proto ols.
to ols. To

Our feasibility results are restri ted to two-party pro-

apture important

ases like voting proto ols we need to extend

this to multi-party proto ols.

 Impossibility results. Sin

e in oer ibility is a strong requirement, we also ex-

pe t that many proto ol tasks

annot be fullled. For example, is it possible

to realise a non-trivial proto ol task using only a

 Not knowing who is

oer ed/ orrupted.

simulator's strategy may depend on who is

In

ommon referen e string?

our

setting,

the

every party's strategy to be independent of the other parties,
onstru t UC/

an we still

se ure proto ols?
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6

de eiver-

orrupted/ oer ed. If we restri t

hs for extensive
omments.
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